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How to enter, query, map and share your
records using MapMate
Introduction
Greater Manchester Local Record Centre (GMLRC) forms part of a network of not-for-profit local
record centres that cover the entire United Kingdom. GMLRC collect, validate, distribute and
safeguard records relating to species distribution across the ten districts of Greater Manchester.
The wildlife records processed by GMLRC play a role in local and national decision making
regarding planning and conservation.

This guide was produced as part of the From Grey to Green project and assumes no prior
MapMate or Structured Query Language (SQL) experience. From Grey to Green aims to encourage
and train people in how to enjoy, identify and record Greater Manchester’s wildlife. From Grey to
Green is supported by the National Lottery through the Heritage Lottery Fund. By submitting your
wildlife records you are contributing towards wildlife conservation. Changes in climate and local
changes in land use affect species migration patterns and distribution year on year. Without a
regular supply of new records our information on wildlife would quickly become out of date
making effective decision making more difficult.

GMLRC promote and support several apps that facilitate record collection and reporting. We
recommend MapMate for regular recorders with more than a few thousand records. For less
regular recorders we suggest RODiS, gmlrc.rodis.co.uk, as it is simpler to use. MapMate’s strength
in comparison are its almost unlimited reporting capabilities. MapMate has the following features
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Easy single screen record entry
Lockable fields to facilitate rapid record entry of multiple records
Boundless reporting possibilities including: o built-in geographic and species filters
o quick custom query builder
o a library of over 150 built-in reports
o the ability to write your own custom queries using SQL
Share records with other users via an inbuilt replication facility
View your records plotted upon a map and create distribution atlases
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Contact us
Please contact us if you have any questions regarding MapMate or the wider remit of GMLRC.
Tel: 0161 342 3123
Email: paul.barrington@tameside.gov.uk

GMLRC encourage you to use and re-use this information. You are free to copy, adapt, publish and distribute the
contents of this guide. Where you do you must acknowledge GMLRC as the source. You must not use the information
or images in a way that suggests GMLRC or the Heritage Lottery Fund endorse you, your organisation or your use of
the information or images. The guide is provided as is and without warranty. GMLRC are not liable for any errors or
omissions. If you discover errors you can report them to paul.barrington@tameside.gov.uk.

Thank you
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Installing MapMate
MapMate is a Windows application. It will run in 32bit and 64bit versions of: 





Windows XP
Windows Vista
Windows 7
Windows 8*
Windows 8.1

*Windows 8 users must upgrade to Windows 8.1 via the app store prior to installing MapMate. The
upgrade is free, however, it requires a 3.5GB download so please ensure you have a reliable Internet
connection and enough data allowance prior to commencing.

Installing MapMate in Windows Vista, Windows 7 and Windows 8.1 involves a few additional compatibility
steps post standard installation. This guide has been created using Windows 7 & Windows 8.1 to
demonstrate these extra bits. Mac OS and Linux users can install MapMate within a virtual machine or via
Windows PC program support, both of which are outside the scope of this guide.

Installation requires you to provide a valid CUK (Centre Unique Key) and Serial Number. Licenses are £32
per annum direct from www.mapmate.co.uk/order.html. Alternatively GMLRC have purchased a pool of
licenses which are available for Greater Manchester recorders at no charge. To apply for a GMLRC license
contact paul.barrington@tameside.gov.uk.

We recommend downloading the latest MapMate version from http://www.mapmate.co.uk/alex/ instead
of using the CDROM. At the time of writing this is MapMate version 2.4.0. The download is 202MB.

Once downloaded navigate to your Downloads folder.

Right click on the MapMate-Install-v240.exe file and
select Run as Administrator.
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Progress through the installation wizard with the Next > button. We recommend leaving the suggested
install path unchanged.

When the progress bar reaches 100% the installation wizard will automatically close without displaying a
confirmation. We can assume that MapMate has been successfully installed.
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Running MapMate for the First Time
Important steps for Windows Vista, Windows 7 & Windows 8.1 users. This process needs to be
undertaken prior to running MapMate for the first time.

Click on Start \ All Programs.

Click on the MapMate folder to expand it.

Right click on the MapMate icon and select Properties.

Select the Compatibility Tab.

Check ‘Run this program in compatibility mode for’ and
select ‘Windows XP (Service Pack 3)’.

Check ‘Run this program as an administrator’.

Click OK to apply changes and close this dialogue box.

In Windows 8.1 you can access these same settings by right clicking on the
MapMate icon and selecting Open file location.

Then right click on the MapMate icon and select Properties as above.
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Open MapMate.

The MapMate registration process starts. Click OK.

Enter your name, serial number and CUK. These can be found
on the front of your CD wallet or in your welcome email from
GMLRC.

Click OK and confirm your entry by clicking on OK again.

Registration complete. Click OK.
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Optimising MapMate - ‘My Configuration’
MapMate will open the Configuration Wizard. The
configuration process optimises the species dictionary
and creates filters for use later. Don’t worry about
getting this right first time. There are no universal
right or wrong settings. We regularly tweak our
configuration.

You can review and update these settings at any time
via View \ My Configuration.

Why optimise? There are more than 59,000 items in the species dictionary, known in MapMate as the taxa
library. This includes everything from blue whale to nematodes. As such it is excessive for most users. For
example you might only record birds. By declaring birds as our only recording interest we instruct
MapMate to create a custom species dictionary. In the case of birds this is just 1043 items. This is less work
for you, as your dictionary isn’t filled with thousands of irrelevant species, and it is less work for MapMate.

Confirm each taxonomic group you are likely to record.
When you have checked your interests click Next >

Why are there duplicate groups? In addition to limiting
the number of species in your dictionary MapMate will
also create a filter for each group checked. For example
Vertebrata: Mammals includes all bat species. When
querying your records later you might want a filter for
just bats as a subset. In this case you would check both
Vertebrata: Mammals and Vertebrata: Bats. Don’t
worry, MapMate is clever enough not to create
duplicate entries in your dictionary.

These are the most common groups of interest
Amphibians and Reptiles
Birds
Butterflies
Dragonflies and
Damselflies
Fish
Fungi
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Vertebrata: Amphibians and
Reptiles
Vertebrata: Birds &
Vertebrata: Birds BOU A-C
Lepidoptera: Butterflies
Insecta: Odonata

Mammals

Vertebrata: Mammals

Moss & Liverworts

Bryophytes

Lichens
Moths

Vertebrata: Freshwater Fish
Fungi: Ascomycota and
Basidiomycota

Plants

Fungi: Lichens
Lepidpotera: Macro-moths &
Lepidoptera: Micro-moths
Vascular Plants
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This step optimises the sites table and provides
geographic filters for each district and vice county you
record in.

For Greater Manchester check ‘Greater Manchester’,
‘VC57’, ‘VC58’, ‘VC59’ & ‘VC63’. Click Next >

Later we will learn how to add custom filters to this list
i.e. a filter for each district – Salford, Manchester,
Tameside… etc.

Ensure you check both boxes as shown and click OK.

The first box is the most important as it creates the optimised
taxa and sites tables.

The second box allows you to use alternative Latin names for
species i.e. Blue tit is known as Cyanistes caeruleus but was
known as Parus caeruleus.

Configuration complete, click Done.
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Keeping up to Date - Installing Patches
MapMate does not have an auto-update facility. General updates and species dictionary revisions need to
be a) downloaded from http://www.mapmate.co.uk/logon and b) applied manually. Our fresh install of
MapMate v2.4.0 is only patched up until September 2010, patch no 419. As of June 2014 the latest patch
available is 472.

First we will check the currently installed
patches. Click on Analysis.

Double click on Database info.

Double click on Patching History.

A list showing all installed patches is
displayed.

The list is ordered showing the latest
patch applied, 419 in my case, at the
top.
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To download the latest patches go to
http://www.mapmate.co.uk/users.htm.

If you have not already done so you need
to register your copy of MapMate. Click
Register.

Complete the registration form.

Click on Submit.

You will now receive a confirmation email from the MapMate server containing a security code. Follow the
instructions in the email to activate your MapMate account.

Return to http://www.mapmate.co.uk/users.htm.

Click on Logon and enter your CUK and Password.

Click Logon.
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All patches are listed in descending
order. The second column indicates if
a patch is Optional or Required.

The fifth column indicates whether
this is a general MapMate patch for all
users or if it only affects a specific
taxon dictionary.

You now need to download all of the
patches required to get your copy of
MapMate up to date.

Important: Do not download patch 428 (revisions to the birds checklist, international names). Please Do
however make sure you download patch 283 as this allows you to use the BTO species codes i.e. ‘b.’ for
blackbird. There is no need to download patches for species groups you don’t record, although I tend to as
you never know what you might record in the future.

Repeat the process below for each patch you want to
download. They should all save to the same location once
the first patch has been downloaded.

Right click on the patch number and select Save link as…

When the Save As dialogue box is displayed navigate to
Documents \ My MapMate \ Data \ Cache \ Download.

Do not alter the filename. Click on Save.
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Once you have downloaded the patches to
Documents \ My MapMate \ Data \ Cache
\ Download return to MapMate and click
on Replication.

The replicator screen should display
Synchronise – System Update as shown.

Click on Synchronise.

Click OK.

There is a legacy UserZone password screen.

Click on Cancel to continue.

You are now up to date. Click OK.

Click Done to close the replicator.
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You can confirm that the patches have been applied by revisiting
Analysis \ Database Info \ Patching History.

Duplication of Sites and Recorders – “I’m Spartacus”
Each record requires a minimum amount of data to be considered a valid biological record. Most fields,
including species, site and recorder can’t be entered as free text. Instead values are selected from lists
(tables) of valid species, registered sites and known recorders. A diagram illustrating these tables and their
relationships is available on page 53. This relational design validates input and will later enable us to
produce clever reports i.e. all species observed by person xxx OR a count of all yyy species at site zzz. In the
previous section we learnt that the species table is maintained via patches from MapMate. The sites and
recorders tables on the other hand can be updated by any MapMate user.

When entering records MapMate enables us to create new sites and recorders, this is where duplication
can creep in. With the exception of garden sites and private residences GMLRC, working closely with the
Greater Manchester Bird Recording Group (GMBRG), have already created sites for practically every
location, park, nature reserve and Site of Biological Importance (SBI) across Greater Manchester. Please
think twice before creating your own sites as you could introduce duplicates into the network. Instead we
ask that you contact us via paul.barrington@tameside.gov.uk and we can send you any sites you require
via sync file. Although this involves some additional organisation up front it makes reporting easier later,
i.e. creating a single species list for a site, and avoids unnecessary duplication.

The same applies to recorders. If you have submitted records previously there is a high likelihood that you
already exist in the GMLRC / GMBRG copies of MapMate. Contact us and we can send you known recorders
via sync file.

Liz Brown
E. Brown
ES Brown
Brown, E
Bettie Brown
E.B.
ESB
Brown>E
…
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Can I have a
complete species
list for Elizabeth
Brown please?
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Importing a Sites and Recorders Sync File from GMLRC

This process is very similar to importing a MapMate patch.

We will email you a sync file containing any sites and
recorders you have requested. The attachment filename
will always be ‘9kktoxxx.sqz’. The xxx is replaced with your
CUK.

Save the attached file to Documents \ My MapMate \
Data \ Cache \ Downloads.

Do not change the file name.

Open MapMate and click on Replication.

The replicator will detect the new sync file and
display Synchronising with Centre 9kk as
shown.

Click on Synchronise and follow the onscreen
instructions to import the sites and recorders.
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Obtaining Your Second CUK and Serial Number

Each MapMate license comes with two
CUKs. This enables you to legitimately
install MapMate twice. You have to
apply for your second CUK and serial via
the www.mapmate.co.uk/logon
webpage. Once logged in click on the
My Account button and follow the
onscreen instructions.

Never install MapMate on two devices
using the same CUK and serial as this
can cause corruptions.

Entering Your First Record

Click Data Entry.

The title bar confirms if there are any
active filters. In this case there aren’t as
it is displaying Any Taxon in Any Area.
More on filters later.

The aim is to populate all of the fields as
appropriate and then click on Save. Use
the Enter key instead of the Tab key to
progress from one input field to the next
as this will validate your input as you go.
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Entering a Species
The list of available species is dependent upon a) the recording interests you selected during My
Configuration and b) any current filters in place via Change Defaults (introduced later). The Taxon field is
fairly flexible. Enter your search criteria and press the Enter key. You can search for a taxon via…

Partial common or scientific name i.e. blu or
cyanis.

Vague spellings using the * wildcard i.e.
gold*ye. The * symbol should be used to
replace any characters you are unsure of. This
is most useful with difficult to spell names i.e.
cya*c*leus for Cyanistes caeruleus.

The first two letters of the genus and the first three
letters of the species i.e. faper for Falco peregrinus.

Recording scheme codes i.e.
BTO bird codes – b. for blackbird
BRC plant codes – 63 for Water-plantain
Moth codes – 2107 for Large Yellow
Underwing
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Entering a Quantity
The quantity field will accept…

A count i.e. 5
oddly zero means present so use N for absence records.

A count of males and females i.e. 7m 6f.

Any of the following DAFOR values.
D
A
F
O
R
LD
LA
LF
V
P

Dominant
Abundant
Frequent
Occasional
Rare
Locally Dominant
Locally Abundant
Locally Frequent
Very Rare
Present

You can also tag on the following quick comments.
!e
!n
!v
!y

Estimated
Quantity not recorded
Voucher retained
First record of the year

Or just post text directly to the comments box using the ! symbol.
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Entering a Stage
The list of available stages is dependent upon a) the recording interests you selected during My
Configuration and b) any current filters in place via Change Defaults (introduced later).

Select the input box and press F2 to see a list of all
possible options.

Alternatively left click on the field’s label and select
List Possibles (as shown).

Once you get familiar with the available options you
will be able to shortcut this process by typing the first
few letters and pressing Enter i.e. J for Juvenile.
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The Problem with Sites
We love MapMate overall. However there is one design decision, regarding grid references and sites, that
we wish was implemented a little differently. To understand our issue with the design we need to take a
look at how the records and sites tables store your data behind the scenes.

Records table
id
taxon
sex
stage
status
site id
grid reference
date
…

Sites table
site id
site name
vicecounty
grid reference
…

Unfortunately the greyed-out field, grid reference, doesn’t actually exist in the records table. Grid
references are instead stored against sites in the sites table. As a result we are unable to specify an
accurate grid reference for each record without creating an additional site in the sites table. Each unique
grid reference we want to use requires its own site. This encourages duplication of the site name, vice
county, district, hectad, tetrad etc.

Why is this such a significant problem? This design dictates that we have to create an entirely new site for
each individual grid reference we want to record against. For example, we want record a bat roost we’ve
discovered underneath a canal bridge. You have an existing site for the canal in the sites table but the
central grid reference is around 300 metres away.

You could a) create a new site for the bridge knowing it will only ever be associated with this one record or
b) record the roost against the existing canal site and accept you’ve lost the precision. You could make
yourself feel better by noting the actual grid reference in the comments field but in reality you can’t
reliably report using grid references stored in free text comments fields.

So option a) makes us feel safest but quickly fills our sites table with
thousands of sites (one for each grid reference). Option b) means the
record might not show up on an ecological search / strategic
planning report as the plotted record marker would be 300 metres
away from the actual location. This leads us nicely onto having a
centralised library of common sites.
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Greater Manchester Library of Commonly Used Sites
Okay it isn’t strictly speaking a library, yet. However GMLRC and GMBRG have collaborated to create an
extensive repository of commonly used sites including political wards, towns, parks, rivers and canals,
reservoirs, nature reserves, rough ground and Sites of Biological Importance (SBIs).

With the exception of entering casual records we would like you to use our versions of the sites as opposed
creating your own. Sites can be requested via paul.barrington@ tameside.gov.uk and are distributed
promptly via sync file. We can also provide OS maps with boundaries and citations so that you to get a
better understanding of your patch(es).

Does this all seem a bit controlling? Consider the 1km2 map below. It contains five separate SBIs, identified
by the red outlines and labels. The golf course also contains both SBI and none SBI compartments. Coming
to us for your sites does require more organisation than simply creating sites. However the value added is
that you gain a better understanding of the locality and your records end up against the correct site(s)
semantically.

For example none SBI records could be used when reviewing the possible extension of an SBI. However if
we received records from a site you had created simply called ‘Brookdale Golf Course’ we wouldn’t know
whether your records were from within the existing SBI bounds or not.
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Searching for a Site
The list of available sites is dependent upon a) the recording areas you selected during My Configuration
and b) any current filters in place via Change Defaults (introduced later).

You can search for a site via…

Using a full or partial site name i.e. watergr.

Using a grid reference i.e. SJ929999 will list
the closest sites OR

prefixing a grid reference with a ? will list all
sites within or with a boundary touching
this grid reference i.e. ?SJ9299.

Select the site field and press F2 to list All possibles.
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Creating a New Site
Please make sure you have a) read the previous section re: Greater Manchester Library of Commonly Used
Sites (page 23) and b) have thoroughly searched for your site prior to creating it. Ideally you should only be
creating sites for casual records in ad-hoc locations or where a higher precision is required.

First you need to obtain a 6 figure (100m) or 8 figure (10m) grid reference for your new site. You also need
to check whether the site is within 1km of a district or vice county boundary. If you have an Internet
connection we have created a tool ideally suited for this job.

Go to www.gmwildlife.org.uk/grey_to_green and click on the Interactive Map tab. District boundaries are
purple. Vice County boundaries are orange. On the left you can add 1km grid squares, these appear in pink.
Click on the map and your grid reference is displayed in the bottom right hand panel.
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If your site isn’t within 1km of a district or vice
county boundary you can create it by entering the
<desired name>@<grid reference> i.e. five ways
bridge@SD937000. Hitting enter then creates the
site in the sites table and MapMate makes an
assumption re: the appropriate district and vice
county.

Its worth noting that you can view the
related site record by pressing F3 or by left
clicking on the Site label and selecting
View this entry...

If your site is within 1km of a district or vice county boundary there is a
slightly longer process to ensure that the correct district and vice county
are designated. Even if you have used an accurate grid reference this is
required as MapMate’s inbuilt boundaries contain inaccuracies.

Click on the Site label and select Add a New Site…
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Type the Site Name and Grid Ref using the Enter key to move
from one field to the next

Leaving the VC and Admin Area fields blank use the Enter key to
skip from one field to the next. MapMate will attempt to
automatically populate the VC and Admin Area. These can be
overwritten if they are inaccurate. We recommend entering
Unknown into the habitat field.

Once complete click on Save. Your site is now available for you
to use.

Entering a Date
The date field is extremely flexible. Enter a date in the following ways…

Precise dates i.e. 30 01 2014 or 30\01\2014

OR

Vague dates (ranges) i.e. 2014 or Jan 2014 or 15 01 2014 to
20 01 2014.
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Entering a Status
The list of available statuses is dependent upon a) the recording interests you selected during My
Configuration and b) any current filters in place via Change Defaults (introduced later).

Select the input box and press F2 to see a list of
possible options.

Alternatively click on the field’s label and select List
Possibles (as shown).

Once you get familiar with the available options you will be able to shortcut this process by typing the first
few letters and pressing Enter i.e. DD for Distraction Display.
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BTO Bird Breeding Codes
We promote the use of the BTO’s breeding bird codes when recording birds. The full list is provided below.
More information, including photos and descriptions can be found here http://www.bto.org/volunteersurveys/birdatlas/methods/breeding-evidence

Non-breeding
F

Flying over

M

Species observed but suspected to be still on Migration

U

Species observed but suspected to be sUmmering non-breeder

Possible breeder
H

Species observed in breeding season in suitable nesting Habitat

S

Singing male present (or breeding calls heard) in breeding season in suitable breeding habitat

Probable breeding
P

Pair observed in suitable nesting habitat in breeding season

T

Permanent Territory presumed through registration of territorial behaviour (song etc) on at least two different days a week or more
apart at the same place or many individuals on one day

D

Courtship and Display (judged to be in or near potential breeding habitat; be cautious with wildfowl)

N

Visiting probable Nest site

A

Agitated behaviour or anxiety calls from adults, suggesting probable presence of nest or young nearby

I

Brood patch on adult examined in the hand, suggesting Incubation

B

Nest Building or excavating nest-hole

Confirmed breeding
DD

Distraction-Display or injury feigning

UN

Used Nest or eggshells found (occupied or laid within period of survey)

FL

Recently FLedged young (nidicolous species) or downy young (nidifugous species). Careful consideration should be given to the likely
provenance of any fledged juvenile capable of significant geographical movement. Evidence of dependency on adults (e.g. feeding) is
helpful. Be cautious, even if the record comes from suitable habitat.

ON

Adults entering or leaving nest-site in circumstances indicating Occupied Nest (including high nests or nest holes, the contents of which
can not be seen) or adults seen incubating

FF

Adult carrying Faecal sac or Food for young

NE

Nest containing Eggs

NY

Nest with Young seen or heard
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Entering a Recorder
If you feel you might already be known to GMLRC or GMBRG contact paul.barrington@tameside.gov.uk
and we can send you yourself and other co-recorders via sync file. Less duplication simplifies queries later.

Always search for a recorder prior to creating them. Search by full or partial name or press F2 to list All
possibles. Alternatively to insert yourself type ‘me’ and press Enter.

To create a new person left click on the Recorder label and select
Add a New Recorder…

Enter the person’s Name.

We recommend entering their Location as Unknown location ()
as storing their address could raise Data Protection concerns*

Click Save. Your recorder is now ready for use.

*Data Protection and Biological Records: Under the Environmental Information Regulations 2004 and Data
Protection Act 1998 none sensitive personal data, i.e. the recorder’s name only, can be processed and
exchanged as part of a biological record on the basis that the data subject involved (i.e. recorder or
determiner) ‘…can reasonably be considered to have implicitly consented…’ to processing and exchange.
However storing and sharing the recorder’s name and address could raise issues under the Data Protection
Act 1998. If you are storing and processing sensitive personal data you could also have to inform the
Information Commissioner’s Office www.ico.org.uk via a process called notification. This is why we suggest
using Unknown location().
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Entering a Determiner
If the determiner, person that positively identified the correct species, is the same as the recorder press the
Enter key and MapMate will automatically populate this field with the recorder’s name.

If an expert has determined the species enter their name instead using the process described on the
previous page. You can create them if necessary.

If you are waiting for an expert to verify the
species enter the determiner as Undetermined.
This tells GMLRC that this record is not ready to
be synchronised onwards at this time. A bit like a
work in progress flag.

Entering a Method
Select the input box and press F2 to see a list of possible options. Alternatively click on the field’s label and
select List Possibles.

Once you get familiar with the available options you will be able to shortcut this process by typing the first
few letters and pressing Enter i.e. au for Auditory call.
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Entering a Reference
References are a means of logically grouping your records. For instance Ashton Greenway BioBlitz 2014 or
South Manchester Hedgehog survey. Often people also setup a catchall reference, i.e. General Records
2014, for their casual observations. References are useful for including / excluding datasets from our
queries, discussed later.

Search for an existing reference by typing part of
the author’s name OR year OR by pressing F2 to List
possibles.

Create a new reference by left clicking on the
Reference label and selecting Add a New
Reference…

Fill in the fields as appropriate.

Click Save and your reference is ready for use.

To view previous entries click on any of the field
labels and select Browse…

For consistency you can copy and paste values
from this browse window back to the form.
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Before You Click On Save! - Locking Fields
By default when you save a record MapMate accepts your record and then completely clears the data
entry form. However several of the values will almost certainly be appropriate for the next record(s) i.e.
recorder, date, method etc. You can prevent fields from being cleared by applying a lock.

Left click on the field label(s) as appropriate and select Lock…

When the field(s) are locked as desired click Save or press Alt+S to save your
current record. Your locked values stay put.

To unlock fields again left click on the field label and select Unlock…

You can permanently lock values into fields using Records \ Save Common Settings. To retrieve them at a
later stage use Records \ Get Common Settings.

Preventing Accidental Duplication
By default there is nothing stopping you from entering the same record over and over again. This is easily
done, especially if you have been given a species list to input. There is however an inbuilt warning system
we can enable.

Select Records \ Properties…

On the Validation tab check the ‘Warn if this is a duplicate
record‘ option.
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Retrieve the Last Record Saved for Editing or Deletion
Locking fields is useful for saving time. However it also increases the likelihood of errors being introduced.
GMLRC do occasionally receive records of flying mice and flowering butterflies. It is easy to understand
how this happens. If you have just clicked Save and realise there is an error you can retrieve the last record
easily.

Select Records \ Show Last Record…

This provides a read only view of the last record saved.

To edit or delete the record select Records \ Edit OR Records \ Delete
as appropriate.

If you are editing the record you can now overwrite any values as
required and click OK to commit the changes.

Customising Your Data Entry Screen
There are a few visual preferences you can set via Records \ Properties \ Customize

If you prefer to work with common names you can
set the taxon field to display ‘common (scientific)’
instead of the default ‘scientific (common)’.

You might also find it useful to expand the
Comment field to show two rows. This makes it
much easier to compose and read larger comments.
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Change Defaults - Filter Species and Sites for Data Entry and Analysis
Previously we used the My Configuration wizard to set our species and location recording interests. Doing
so limited the number of species and sites available meaning we have less options to choose from and
MapMate has less work to do.

There is further level of filtration we can apply to further optimise these lists, accessed via Change Defaults.
Important: Change defaults not only applies to Data Entry but also to Analysis, covered later. How does
MapMate track these filters? Let’s take the taxon dictionary as an example.

Taxa library [taxalib] table
Complete taxon dictionary before any filters.
59,073 rows

Taxon dictionary after My Configuration
Vascular Plants and Birds selected.

Taxon dictionary after Change Defaults
Limited to just birds.

[taxa] table
7182 rows

[taxa\default] table
1043 rows

Change Defaults is accessed via Data Entry \
Records \ Change Defaults… It is must faster
to apply and remove filters here than
repeating the My Configuration wizard each
time you change taxon group or district.
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Quick Query via the Data Entry Form
This is the easiest bespoke query we can perform. Simply enter all of the values you want to match into the
data entry screen, as shown, and press F5. Alternatively select Query \ Records for all valid fields…
MapMate will display all records that match all of the values you have entered. The example below will
return all records for ‘Watergrove Reservoir’ between ‘2013 and 2014’. Can you see why duplicate sites
could be a problem?

The results are displayed in the data
browser window (explained on page
38).

To view or edit a record select the row as
appropriate and click View Record or Edit Record.

Important: You can only edit records that were
created using your copy of MapMate. Ownership
can be confirmed by checking the record ID,
known in MapMate as the _guk (global unique
key).

The _guk field is hidden to the left by default. Expand the _guk column by
dragging it out from the left of the Code column as shown.

The last 3 characters of the _guk identify the record owner’s CUK. In this
case ‘ag4’ created these records.
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Custom Query via the Data Entry Form
On the previous page we ran a quick query. Very useful but there was no way to specify which columns
were retrieved. MapMate simply returned a set of standard columns users are likely to want. The custom
query works in the same way, however, we are able to specify which columns, and in which order, we want
returned. First we need to identify the columns we want.

Go to Data Entry \ Query \ Configure F9 Custom Query… as
shown.

.

The list on the left shows all available columns. The list on
the right shows the columns to be retrieved when the
query is run.

Use the Add and Remove buttons to create your custom
list. Use the Up and Down buttons to change the order of
the columns.

Click OK to apply changes.

To run your custom query simply enter all of
the values you want to match into the data
entry screen and press F9. Alternatively select
Query \ Records custom query…
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Using the Data Browser
Whenever you run a query in MapMate the results are always displayed in the Data Browser window. The
Data Browser has the following features…

Sort by a single column: Select a column and click Sort Ascending
or Sort Descending. Unfortunately you can’t sort by multiple
columns via the Data Browser, more on this later.

Search for a value: Select the column you want to
search and click Find. Type in your criteria and
click Find Next to cycle through the matches. *
wildcards can also be used.

Go directly to the first or last record in the results: Click the First Record and
Last Record buttons as required.

View or Edit a record via the Data Entry window: Select a
record and click on View Record or Edit Record as required.
By default you can only edit records created using your copy
of MapMate (your CUK), see previous page.

Hide columns by right clicking on the column heading and selecting Hide
Field. Show All Fields returns any hidden fields.
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Deleting Records
MapMate uses the terms delete record and remove record interchangeably. There is no difference. Record
ownership governs what the delete process actually does. As explained previously the last three characters
of a record id (_guk) identifies the copy of MapMate that originally created the record i.e. 12345bv5 was
created by CUK bv5

If you delete somebody else’s record(s) – these are record(s) originally created in somebody
else’s copy of MapMate (different CUK to yours): The delete process actually deletes the record
completely from your copy of MapMate only. The record owner retains their copy of the record
even if you subsequently synchronise with them. If they reset their sync history you could end up
with this record again (syncing records is covered later).

If you delete your own record(s) – these are record(s) originally created in your copy of
MapMate: The delete process flags the record as deleted by leaving behind just the record ID
(_guk) and record generation (_gen). All other data is removed i.e. species, site, method… This
barebones record is retained in order to cascade your deletions to sync partners.

You can delete records individually or as a group. Be careful, there is no undo button.

Individually: Select the record to be deleted by left clicking on the
record selector, this is the grey box to the left. Then right click and
select Remove Selected Records…

A Block of Records: Select the first record in the block by clicking on
its record selector. Press and hold the Shift key. Now select the last
record in the block by clicking on its record selector. All records
between the first and last selection are highlighted. Then right click
and select Remove Selected Records…
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Select multiple individual records: Select the first record by
clicking on its record selector. Then press and hold the Control
key. Now select any other records you want to add to the
selection. Once complete right click and select Remove
Selected Records…

You can toggle between selected and deselected by clicking on
the record selector. Useful if you select a row in error.

Select all displayed records: To delete all records you can use
the Select All button. Then right click and select Remove
Selected Records…
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Copying Data to Microsoft Excel
In the previous section we learnt several techniques to select records individually, in bulk and via Select All.
Once selected these records can be copied to the Windows clipboard. The clipboard is the temporary store
that supports copy and paste operations within Windows. From the clipboard records can be pasted into
any suitable application. If you are familiar with copy and paste this process will be very intuitive.

Select the records you would like to export.

Click on the Copy button.

Wait for the copy process to complete.

Go to your destination application and click Paste, or use
Ctrl+V.
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Analysis Window – Over 150 Inbuilt Queries
Important: Any active filters set via a) My Configuration (page 10) or b) Change Defaults (page 35) affect
which records are retrieved via the Analysis screen.

Click on Analysis.

Any current filters applied via Change
Defaults are confirmed in the heading.

You can access the Change Defaults
screen to edit / remove these filters using
the Change Defaults button, highlighted in
the top right.

The queries are organised into categories.
In most cases the name of the query
accurately describes what it returns.

Run a query now by double clicking on a
category and then double clicking on a
query name.

Results are displayed in the familiar Data Browser window (page 38).
To return to the list of queries click the View Query List button.
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Overview of Synchronisation – Exchanging Data
Synchronisation is MapMate’s method for exchanging records. When you want to share your records with
another user MapMate generates a sync file for them containing all of the data from your database (by
default, although filters can be applied). The process relies upon each record having a) a global unique key
(unique record identifier) and b) a generation (identifies approximately when the record was last updated).

When your ‘sync partner’ imports your sync file the GUKs and generation numbers enable the recipient’s
copy of MapMate to add new records as required whilst overwriting records that have been previously
exchanged. Overwriting is used when you have updated or deleted record(s) since the last exchange. This
approach prevents duplicates being created each time you synchronise.

Not only does MapMate track your own records in this way but also the records of others you have synced
with, their partners and so on. This ensures only the most up-to-date data is retained across a network of
autonomous MapMate users. Even if you accidentally import an outdated sync file the generation number
ensures only the latest version of each record is retained.

The Dangers
We learnt earlier that MapMate prevents users from modifying each other’s records i.e. the copy of
MapMate that created the record has exclusive editing privileges. This isn’t strictly true. Using the graphical
interface i.e. buttons, menus etc. enforces this policy. However all users can optionally interact with
MapMate using SQL. SQL is a programming language designed for database manipulation and it bypasses
MapMate’s inbuilt record protection.

I don’t use SQL so why is this a problem? Any user can create a query that updates / marks as deleted a
batch of records. They could accidentally, or less likely maliciously, update your records including the
generation data. If they subsequently synchronised with you MapMate would use the GUK and generation
data to overwrite the records in your database. Such corruptions could be difficult to identify, especially in
a database of several thousand records. There is also no inbuilt mechanism to roll-back your database.

GMLRC use two strategies to protect against such a corruption working through the network.



We operate a closed star network to govern record exchange
We create rollback snapshots prior to importing each new sync file

We recommend that all users implement a backup strategy that enables roll-back. This is achieved by
creating and retaining a series of snapshots. A new snapshot should be created prior to a) importing each
sync file or b) making major changes. If a corruption occurs a snapshot can be restored to return to a clean
copy of the database. For convenience we have included instructions for a simple snapshotting system on
page 45.
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Closed Star Network
To prevent corruptions traversing around the network we
operate a closed star topology, whereby each user has a
single sync partner for exchanging their records with the
rest of the group.

This is the safest strategy for exchanging records and one
which is also promoted by MapMate themselves. If a
corruption is detected it is easier to identify the route
cause and put corrective actions in place.

MapMate User

Recording Scheme
(i.e. GMBRG)

GMLRC
(hub)

MapMate User

CUK: 9kk

MapMate User

MapMate User

MapMate User

If you want to introduce a new sync partner to the group please contact us via paul.barrington@
tameside.gov.uk or 0161 342 3123 and we can assess the relationship and safest route(s) for data flow. We
can also offer training and support.
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Creating and Restoring Snapshots - Simple Backup Strategy
MapMate’s inbuilt backup tool does not include custom filters, maps or atlases (covered later). Therefore
the GMLRC approach to creating a backup involves simply copying the entire contents of the My MapMate
\ Data folder including all subfolders and files contained therein.

Remember that backups are not secure if they are stored on the same physical drive as the MapMate
database. We recommend storing backups in the cloud i.e. dropbox, Microsoft Skydrive, Google drive etc.
or at the very least on another machine, external drive or USB pen.

Creating a Snapshot Manually
Navigate into the My MapMate folder within
Documents (or ‘My Documents’ under Windows
XP).

Right click on the Data folder and select Copy.

Now navigate to your preferred destination i.e.
external drive or Skydrive folder and Paste.

Restoring a Snapshot
IMPORTANT: ensure you fully close MapMate before undertaking this process.

Navigate to your backup location and copy
the Data folder.

HINT: use View \ Details to see the time
and date the snapshot was created.
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Then navigate to Documents \ My MapMate.

Rename the existing folder ‘Data’ to ‘Data1’.

Use Edit \ Paste to restore your snapshot. You will
end up with two folders, ‘Data’ and ‘Data1’.

Now open MapMate as usual. You should find everything restored. Once you are happy that the process
was successful you can delete the ‘Data1’ folder. It does no harm to leave the data1 folder in situ so don’t
feel you have to delete it promptly.

Simple Script to Create Snapshots
Creating snapshots manually is a tedious task. It would be much simpler if we could just double click on an
icon whenever we wanted to create a new snapshot and have the computer copy it for us. In addition it
would be beneficial if this program also retained the last n snapshots providing the option to roll-back to
more than one point in time. Here we explain how to create a simple ‘batch’ script to do just this. A batch
file is a plain text file that contains instructions for the computer to follow one after the other. It is
probably the most primitive way to achieve this goal.

Navigate to Documents \ My
MapMate.

Right click on the white space
and select New \ Text
Document.

Name the file backup.bat
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Right click on the backup.bat file and select Edit.

Notepad will open.

The first thing we will do is declare the following bits of information.




The location (file path) of your My MapMate \ Data folder
Your preferred destination (file path) for the snapshots
The number of snapshots you would like to retain before the oldest is overwritten

Type in the commands as shown on the left,
substituting the orange text as appropriate.
@echo off
SET mapmateLocation=enter file path here
SET snapshotsLocation=enter file path here
SET numberOfSnapshots=enter number here

The screenshot below shows some example
values. I’m using Windows XP so the file
path starts with C:\Documents and
Settings… I’m deciding to save my snapshots
to an external drive E:\. I’ve specified that I
want to retain the latest 5 snapshots only.
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@echo off
SET mapmateLocation=C:\Documents and Settings\MapMateFilter\My Documents\My MapMate
SET snapshotsLocation=E:\MapMate Backups
SET numberOfSnapshots=5
FOR /L %%G IN (1, 1, %numberOfSnapshots%) DO (
If Not Exist "%snapshotsLocation%\%%G" mkdir "%snapshotsLocation%\%%G"
)

Now add these
additional
commands shown
in bold text.

rd /s /q "%snapshotsLocation%\1"
Setlocal EnableDelayedExpansion
FOR /L %%G IN (2, 1, %numberOfSnapshots%) DO (
SET /a newName=%%G-1
rename "%snapshotsLocation%\%%G" !newName!
)
echo copying snapshot to %snapshotsLocation%\%numberOfSnapshots%
xcopy "%mapmateLocation%\*.*" "%snapshotsLocation%\%numberOfSnapshots%\" /s /r /d /y /i /q
echo snapshot created. opening directory...
%SystemRoot%\explorer.exe "%snapshotsLocation%\%numberOfSnapshots%\"
pause

The commands
have to be copied
exactly. If in doubt
copy and paste
the text from this
pdf.

Save your changes and close
backup.bat

These additional commands read as follows
1.
2.
3.
4.

Create the destination folders if they do not already exist
Delete the oldest snapshot i.e. snapshot number 1
Move all of the snapshots to their next position i.e. 2 becomes 1, 3 becomes 2…
Copy the current My MapMate \ Data folder into the latest snapshot folder i.e. in my example My
MapMate \ Data is copied to MapMate Backups \ 5
5. Display “snapshot created” and open the folder for the user to view

Now you can create a new snapshot whenever you
like by double clicking on the backup.bat file.

Instructions on restoring your preferred snapshot
are provided on page 45. Contact
paul.barrington@tameside.gov.uk for help.
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Sending a Sync File to GMLRC
For convenience this guide illustrates how to send a sync file to GMLRC. Our CUK is 9kk. Adapt the steps as
required to sync with other partners. You will need their CUK in order to sync with them. Also ask them to
provide details of any required filters.

Click on Replication

Go to Sync \ Change Default Partner…

Enter 9kk in the lower box and click OK

The replicator will confirm the recipient’s CUK

Click on Special \ Set Filters…

Set the sites filter to Greater Manchester and click OK

Always check the filter requirements with each new
partner prior to creating a sync file. For instance the
GMBRG are only interested in Greater Manchester bird
records.
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A confirmation dialogue box is displayed. Click OK.

Click on Synchronise.

Click on OK.

MapMate will generate your sync file.

Click OK.

Double click on the Send file entry on the To do list.

Check the box next to the sync file and click Upload.

GMLRC will always acknowledge receipt of a new sync file. If
you have not heard back from us within 5 days get in
contact.
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Resolving Synchronisation Issues
Occasionally problems do occur when exchanging data. Most often they are identified when comparing the
expected number and actual number of records received. For instance you might have been expecting 500
records but have only seemingly received 490. There are several circumstances that could lead to this
mismatch, including filters you’ve set via My Configuration or Change Defaults.

A discrepancy could also be the result of a missing record component i.e. you have the actual record but it
won’t display because of a missing recorder or site. Most of these issues can be corrected by resetting the
sync history with the affected partner and generating a new sync file. The reset ensures MapMate resends
the entire record set again as part of the next sync file.

Ensure you have the affected partner selected
via Sync \ Change Default Partner…

Then select Special \ Reset Sync Record.

Click OK. Now resend the sync file following the
guidance above.
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Introduction to Structured Query Language (SQL)
SQL, often said ‘SEQUEL’, was developed in 1974 as Structured English Query Language. It is a
programming language that uses plain English keywords to create and manipulate databases. Although
there are various flavours of SQL in everyday use the fundamentals have never changed.

This guide assumes no prior SQL or relational database experience. If you are comfortable with the concept
of spreadsheets and columns of data you will be fine. In this section we will learn the fundamentals of SQL
and become familiar with MapMate’s data model. MapMate is a relational database. This means that it is
constructed using multiple linked tables. Visualise each table as a separate spreadsheet file. For instance
there is a spreadsheet (table) containing all sites, another listing all valid species etc. The diagram on the
next page shows the core tables involved in storing your wildlife records and the interrelationships.

Read only queries, prefixed with the SELECT keyword, are completely safe. Queries that modify records
individually or as a batch, prefixed with the UPDATE or DELETE keywords, do carry a risk of corrupting your
data. As this is a beginner’s guide UPDATE and DELETE queries will not be covered. If you need to update a
batch of records contact paul.barrington@tameside.gov.uk for advice. We will also not be providing
tutorials on CREATE, INSERT, ALTER or DROP queries within this guide. We have however included some
words of warning for more experienced users.

MapMate uses a very early version of Microsoft SQL, welcome back to the mid-90s. If you already use SQL
on a regular basis you might find several commonly used functions are unsupported. Hopefully this manual
will provide enough code samples to enable you to achieve your goals without having to read around the
subject. If you require extra detail download JETSQL35.hlp
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MapMate Entity Relationship Diagram
NOTE: This is a simplified diagram showing only the core tables involved in storing your wildlife records. Lesser used tables i.e. tasks, photos and events are not shown. If you
require more detail the full MapMate data model is available here. Remember: As discussed earlier the tables named [taxa\default] and [sites\default] refer to a subset of the
records within the taxa and sites tables respectively depending upon which filters are set via Change Defaults

[records].

[taxa]. AND [taxa\default].

[_guk]
[*taxon]
[*sex]
[*stage]
[*status]
[*site]
[date]
[dateto]
[quantity]
[*method]
[*recorder]
[*identifier]
[comment]
[*reference]
[_gen]

[_guk]
[taxon]
[*taxontype]
[**parent]
[vernacular]
[authority]
[*status]
[comment]
[*reference]
[code]
[**refersto]
[_specificindex]
[_gen]

[taxonsex].
[_guk]
[sex]
[description]
[usedby]
[_gen]

[_guk]
[method]
[explanation]
[_gen]

[uksiteparents].
[_guk]
[name]
[type]
[_gen]

[habitats].
[_guk]
[habitat]
[habitatcode]
[nbnkey]
[_gen]
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[sites]. AND [sites\default].
[_guk]
[name]
[vicecounty]
[**parent]
[osgridref]
[Xpos]
[Ypos]
[_precision]
[10ksquare]
[2ksquare]
[_xo]
[_yo]
[_xi]
[_yi]
[*habitat]
[description]
[_gen]

[_guk]
[stage]
[description]
[mature]
[usedby]
[_gen]

[methods].

[vice-county].
[_guk]
[name]
[VC]
[_gen]

[taxonstage].

[references].
[_guk]
[author]
[year]
[title]
[pageref]
[comment]
[_gen]
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[recorders]. AND [identifiers].
[_guk]
[name]
[*location]
[comment]
[_gen]

[recordstatus].
[_guk]
[status]
[description]
[breeding]
[usedby]
[_gen]

Field Naming Conventions
This section will explain how to read the entity relationship diagram shown on the previous page. Each
rectangle represents a table. Visualise each table as a separate spreadsheet file. The table name appears
first followed by a full stop. Below the table name the fields (column names) within that table are listed.

table name

table
field names
(columns)

Using this example the author field could be referenced as [references].[author]. Field names starting with
an _ character are system maintained. You should not modify the contents of these fields with the
exception of updating the _gen if you modify a record, not covered as part of this guide.

Field names prefixed with a * character act as pointers to _guks in other tables, although this is not
implemented consistently. For those versed in database terminology the * prefixed field names are foreign
keys. They allow us to reliably cross reference a row in one table to a row in another table. The thick lines
between the tables show the fields used to JOIN the tables together.

Field names prefixed with ** indicate a link back to a record within the current table, although this is not
implemented consistently. The best example is the taxa table where the [taxa].[**parent] field links a
record back to its parent in the taxonomic hierarchy i.e. linking a species back to its genus, a genus back to
its family, a family back to its order and so on.

Referential Integrity is Not Enforced
What does that mean? As we’ve seen MapMate stores your data across several tables. Referential integrity
is a set of rules that protect related data. For instance “Excuse me user! You can’t delete that site as there
are associated records that you would orphan”. MapMate does not have this protection built in. Always
ensure you check if there are dependencies / associated records before deleting any rows from a table.
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How Archiving and Deletion Works in MapMate
To enable us to produce accurate queries we need to understand how MapMate handles archived and
deleted records. When you archive a record MapMate sets the record’s generation [_gen] value to 1. This
record will no longer be included in outbound sync files. Sync partners that already have this record will be
unaffected though and will continue to see the record in their queries. If you want to omit archived records
from your queries you will need to include a statement in the WHERE clause i.e. WHERE [xxx].[_gen] <>
1. This reads ‘where the [_gen] is not equal to 1’. More on this later.

When you delete one of your own records MapMate doesn’t do what you might expect. Instead of
removing the row entirely it instead flags the record as deleted by a) clearing the values from all fields
excluding the primary key [_guk] and b) it sets the [_gen] field to the current generation. This placeholder
record is retained to cascade your deletions to sync partners. For this reason never use DELETE queries to
remove data.

System Maintained Fields and UPDATE Queries
All system maintained fields are named with a preceding _ character. For instance the generation field in
the records table is named [records].[_gen]

Although you physically can you must never modify a record that does not belong to your copy of
MapMate. The last 3 characters of the [_guk] identifies the record owner ie. gn7h29kk. If you have spotted
erroneous data you should always contact the record owner and ask them to correct the mistake in their
‘top copy’. They can then re-synchronise the record(s) to yourself and others.

Although you physically can you must never modify or remove values in the _guk fields. GUKs, or Global
Unique Keys, need to be created and retained by MapMate to a) ensure unique records across the whole
MapMate user population and b) cascade changes via sync files. As discussed previously MapMate retains
deleted record GUKs so that deletions can be distributed via synchronisation.

If using UPDATE queries you must always remember to set the [_gen] field for any modified records to the
current generation. This is required to ensure the updated record(s) are included in subsequent sync files.
This can be achieved by opening your SET clause with a statement like this i.e. [<tableName>].[_gen] = val([thisgen]). The MapMate current generation number, [thisgen], is tracked by MapMate and increments
with each synchronisation. It is also good practise to include a WHERE statement that isolates your records
i.e. WHERE RIGHT([records].[_guk], 3) = [thiscuk]
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Consequences of Poorly Tested WHERE Criteria in UPDATE Queries
If you aren’t planning to use UPDATE queries you can skip this section. The WHERE clause in SQL is used to
filter records. We will learn to use the WHERE clause for instance to SELECT only records WHERE the date =
‘27/01/2014’ OR WHERE the site name is LIKE ‘*Birchfields Park*’. There are almost limitless filtering
options and combinations available.

If you need to create an UPDATE query always start by thoroughly testing the WHERE criteria. It is
common practise to write an equivalent SELECT (read only) query first to ensure that only the desired
records are included in the result set. Refine and re-test your WHERE criteria as many times as required to
SELECT just the records that need to be affected. Even the most experienced SQL admins practise this
policy of testing WHERE clauses via SELECT prior to creating an UPDATE query. Unlike Word and Excel
there is no undo button. However there is the ability to create and restore snapshots, discussed earlier.

The consequences then… Put simply if you run an UPDATE query with poorly defined / untested WHERE
criteria you could corrupt some or all of the records in your database. This isn’t limited to your own records
either. UPDATE queries can modify any records, including records received from other copies of MapMate,
as SQL bypasses MapMate’s inbuilt protection.

Because of the way generations work if you subsequently send sync files to others you risk corrupting their
datasets too. To compound the problem a) users may sync your records onwards and b) MapMate does
not track changes to records. Sync files simply overwrite the records in each table. Because of the way
MapMate imports sync files your sync partners are a) unable to preview the data you are sending them and
b) have no roll-back facility either. Only those users with a robust backup and recovery strategy could
recover from such a corruption being introduced.

Tinkering with the MapMate .mdb Files Directly
You may have discovered that the My MapMate folder, within My Documents, contains various Microsoft
Access database files (*.mdb). You can browse these files using Microsoft Access but beware, never
convert them to a more modern format. These files must remain in Microsoft Access 1997 format
otherwise the MapMate application won’t be able to communicate with your data, big problem! If in doubt
don’t open these files directly. Most users will never need to do so.
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Never INSERT records via Microsoft Access as you will be unable to generate a valid [_guk] value. We also
recommend never modifying the MapMate database structure. Always endeavour to achieve your goals
using existing the tables and fields. If you absolutely must, only edit the .mdb files using Microsoft Access
1997. For good reason ALTER table and DROP table queries cannot be executed from within MapMate.
Carefully consider the implications of structural changes on record synchronisation and always prepare
your undo queries prior to implementation. GMLRC do not recommend using ALTER or DROP are unable to
support tailored instances of MapMate. In short, fiddlers and tinkerers, you do so at your own risk.

Dates Stored as Whole Numbers
Within Microsoft environments dates are often stored as whole numbers instead of human readable
DATETIME values. The whole number in this case represents the number of days since the 31/12/1899.
Although this provides no table level date validation it does deliver improved performance when sorting
and comparing dates as computers are excellent at comparing numbers.

In UNIX type operating systems, including Linux and Mac OS, there is a similar convention of using integers
to represent dates. However the convention is to use the number of seconds since the 01/01/1970 00:00.
For example in MapMate 41666 would be used to represent the 27/01/2014 00:00. However if you
migrated your data to a Linux / MySQL database it could be parsed as the 01/01/1970 11:34:26. This will
probably never be an issue for most users, it is just something to be aware of if you are planning to migrate
your data to another system. We recommend always exporting / importing using human readable
formatted dates to avoid any confusion. We provide examples of how to format integers as dates later in
this guide.
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A Note about Formatting and Clear Layout
SQL is not case sensitive and it generally ignores multiple spaces, tabs and line breaks between words,
referred to as whitespace. SQL also doesn’t have an official standard for formatting, indentation and
capitalisation. There are however several recognised best practises that we will employ to vastly improve
the readability of our SQL.

Why are formatting and layout important? Nobody, however experienced, should have to try and
comprehend a solid block of unformatted text. Our goal is to write clear SQL that can be digested via a skim
read. Amongst other things it helps us identify and correct errors, share our SQL with others and adapt
existing queries. Consider these two views of the same query, both versions are equally valid. I’m expecting
that neither might make sense just yet. However if you had to try and infer what the query actually does
the version on the left is much less intimidating.

MapMate Doesn’t Retain Your Line Spacing
When you run your query in MapMate it automatically removes the white space. So the welcoming query
on the left becomes the unfavourable query on the right. This is really saddening as it means we have to
compose our queries in a text editor and then copy and paste them into MapMate if we want to retain the
formatting for future use.
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Our First MapMate SQL Query (SELECT and FROM)
The queries in this guide will all be read only SELECT queries. This means that we will retrieve records for
display purposes only without any risk of modifying records. There are two statements (instructions) within
our first query easily identified by block capitals. These are SELECT and FROM.

The SELECT statement is where we provide a comma separated list of the fields (columns) we want to
retrieve; in the order we want them displayed. For now the FROM statement can be thought of as the
place where we identify all of the tables that these fields reside in. Use the entity relationship diagram on
page 53 as a quick reference for table and field names. Although it isn’t always necessary we will a) enclose
all table names and field names in [square brackets] and b) always specify the full table and field name i.e.
[table].[field]

Open Notepad and type the following text
SELECT
[sites].[name],
[sites].[vicecounty],
[sites].[osgridref],
[sites].[2ksquare]
FROM
[sites]

This query will retrieve the [name], [vicecounty], [osgridref] and [2ksquare] columns from the [sites] table.

In MapMate go to Analysis \ User queries

Double click on <new user query>
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Name your query training and click OK

Delete the default text

Copy and paste your [sites] query from Notepad into this text area

Click on the

ReRun query button and save the changes

Then click the

ReRun query button again

Congratulations, you’ve written and executed your first
SQL query!
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Retrieving Data FROM Two Tables
Hopefully that was easy and it made sense. Just before you add MS SQL Server to your CV we will run one
more simple query, this time on the [records] table.
Enter the following text into Notepad
SELECT
[records].[_guk],
[records].[*taxon],
[records].[*sex],
[records].[*stage],
[records].[*status],
[records].[*site],
[records].[date],
[records].[dateto],
[records].[quantity],
[records].[*method],
[records].[*recorder],
[records].[*identifier],
[records].[comment],
[records].[*reference],
[records].[_gen]
FROM
[records]

This query will retrieve all columns from the [records] table. To prevent us filling MapMate with useless
test queries we will overwrite the previous User query named training

Navigate to Analysis \ User queries and highlight
your training query

Click on the SQL button to view the underlying code

Delete the previously entered text. Copy and paste
the [records] query from Notepad. Then execute it
using the
ReRun Query button
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Not exactly what we
were hoping for.

Let’s review what
happened.

First of all nothing went wrong. We have successfully retrieved exactly what we asked for, nothing more
and nothing less. Those codes within the [*taxon] and [*site] columns for instance are the actual values
(foreign keys) stored within [records] table. What we actually want though is the corresponding data from
other tables.

With a small amount of digging I was able to identify that the records pictured, with a [*taxon] value of
‘as1031z1’, are actually Red Kite observations. Let’s update our query so that the [vernacular] field FROM
the [taxa] table, common name to you and me, is displayed instead of the [*taxon] code.

SELECT
[records].[_guk],
[taxa].[vernacular],
[records].[*sex],
[records].[*stage],
[records].[*status],
[records].[*site],
[records].[date],
[records].[dateto],
[records].[quantity],
[records].[*method],
[records].[*recorder],
[records].[*identifier],
[records].[comment],
[records].[*reference],
[records].[_gen]
FROM
[records], [taxa]
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Back in Notepad amend two rows in your query as shown. The
lines that need to be amended are identified with bold text

This appears to make sense, a) we want to display the related
common name stored in the [taxa].[vernacular] field instead of the
meaningless ID stored in the [records].[*taxon] field and b) we
have modified the FROM statement to include the [taxa] table.

Overwrite the training query with this new SQL and ReRun your
query.
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The result set is different but it
still isn’t correct. You might have
been expecting the first 15 rows
to be for ‘Red Kite’.

Instead of matching the correct
species name to each record we
are simply looking at an unrelated
column of common names from
the [taxa] table. MapMate didn’t
throw an error because the SQL
itself is valid.

To accurately match the correct species to each
record we need to provide instructions on how
to cross-reference the tables. This declaration is
spelt-out via a JOIN statement.

The MapMate Entity Relationship Diagram gives
us the answer. Look at the blue line. The
[records].[*taxon] field actually JOINs to the
[taxa].[_guk] field.

This is common practise in relational databases. In database terminology the primary key [_guk] from the
[taxa] table is being used as a foreign key in the [records] table. This is how the tables can be reliably crossreferenced.

Let’s update our query…
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Back in Notepad amend the FROM statement as shown below. Changes are identified by bold text
SELECT
[records].[_guk],
[taxa].[vernacular],
[records].[*sex],
[records].[*stage],
[records].[*status],
[records].[*site],
[records].[date],
[records].[dateto],
[records].[quantity],
[records].[*method],
[records].[*recorder],
[records].[*identifier],
[records].[comment],
[records].[*reference],
[records].[_gen]
FROM
[records] INNER JOIN [taxa] ON [records].[*taxon] = [taxa].[_guk]

This INNER JOIN declaration instructs the SQL processor to cross-reference the tables by comparing the
value within the [records].[*taxon] field to all values in the [taxa].[_guk] column, on a row by row basis,
until an exact match is found. If there is a match the related species data will become available. If there
isn’t a match the entire record is removed from the result set.

This automatic removal of records isn’t a problem, in fact it is desirable. The taxon field is a mandatory
component of any valid record. So only deleted records, where the [records].[*taxon] field has been
blanked out, will be discarded from the result set. This also brings us back to the earlier discussion about
referential integrity. As long as the record isn’t orphaned, i.e. there is a related taxon, all records should be
returned.

If we wanted to check for orphaned records we could swap INNER JOIN for LEFT JOIN. This would retrieve
all rows from the [records] table regardless of whether there is a related taxon or not. In database
terminology this is an OUTER JOIN. For beginners it might help to think of INNER JOIN as return only
matched records and OUTER JOIN as return both matched and unmatched records.

Overwrite the training query with the new SQL and ReRun it.

That’s better!
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Retrieving Data FROM More Than Two Tables
You’ve guessed it. In order to replace the remaining codes (foreign keys) in our [records] query with the
associated human readable values i.e. site name, bird breeding code etc. we need to repeat this process of
providing JOIN (cross-referencing) instructions. We do this using multiple JOIN declarations. Using modern
SQL we could get away with typing…

SELECT
/* specify fields here */
FROM
[records]
[records]
[records]
[records]
[records]

INNER JOIN [taxa] ON [records].[*taxon] = [taxa].[_guk]
LEFT JOIN [taxonsex] ON [records].[*sex] = [taxonsex].[_guk]
LEFT JOIN [taxonstage] ON [records].[*stage] = [taxonstage].[_guk]
LEFT JOIN [recordstatus] ON [records].[*status] = [recordstatus].[_guk]
LEFT JOIN [sites] ON [records].[*site] = [sites].[_guk]

See how each statement above relates to the MapMate Entity Relationship Diagram. I’ve also used LEFT
JOINs so that orphaned records are also returned. This will help me to identify records I need to correct i.e.
where the site is missing. Using INNER JOIN would have been just as valid.

However MapMate can’t understand multiple JOIN declarations written in this way.

SELECT
[records].[_guk],
[taxa].[vernacular],
[taxonsex].[sex],
[taxonstage].[stage],
[recordstatus].[status],
[sites].[name],
[records].[date],
[records].[dateto],
[records].[quantity],
[records].[*method],
[records].[*recorder],
[records].[*identifier],
[records].[comment],
[records].[*reference],
[records].[_gen]
FROM
[records]
[records]
[records]
[records]
[records]
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INNER JOIN [taxa] ON [records].[*taxon] = [taxa].[_guk]
LEFT JOIN [taxonsex] ON [records].[*sex] = [taxonsex].[_guk]
LEFT JOIN [taxonstage] ON [records].[*stage] = [taxonstage].[_guk]
LEFT JOIN [recordstatus] ON [records].[*status] = [recordstatus].[_guk]
LEFT JOIN [sites] ON [records].[*site] = [sites].[_guk]
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Instead we need to daisy chain the JOIN statements together by nesting them. Remember BODMAS?
BODMAS is the order in which we apply operations in mathematics i.e. Brackets, Orders (square roots,
powers), Multiplication, Division, Addition and Subtraction. We always work from the inner most set of
brackets outwards.
for example
would become
then
resulting in

( ( 5 x 10 ) + 15 ) x 12
( 50 + 15 ) x 12
65 x 12
780

Nesting is actually the preferred method of JOINing multiple tables in SQL as it enables us to specify the
order in which the JOINs are applied. Joins that exclude the most records should be executed first to save
the processor doing unnecessary work, although to be fair modern SQL processors have built in query
optimisers so this has become less important. Anyway…
Let’s replace the [records].[*site] column with the [sites].[name] column in the SELECT statement. We will
also add a new column from the sites table, [sites].[osgridref]. Update your SQL as shown in bold below.
Note we are using brackets to nest the JOINs. The [records] and [taxa] table are JOINed first and the
resulting ‘merged/temporary’ table is then JOINed to the [sites] table.

SELECT
[records].[_guk],
[taxa].[vernacular],
[records].[*sex],
[records].[*stage],
[records].[*status],
[sites].[name],
[sites].[osgridref],
[records].[date],
[records].[dateto],
[records].[quantity],
[records].[*method],
[records].[*recorder],
[records].[*identifier],
[records].[comment],
[records].[*reference],
[records].[_gen]
FROM
(
[records] INNER JOIN [taxa] ON [records].[*taxon] = [taxa].[_guk] )
LEFT JOIN [sites] ON [records].[*site] = [sites].[_guk]

Replace your training query with the new SQL and
ReRun it
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If you use the same methodical process to a) replace the columns in the SELECT statement with the actual
fields we want from the related tables and b) keep adding nested JOINs to the FROM clause you end up
with this…

SELECT
[records].[_guk],
[taxa\default].[vernacular],
[taxonsex].[sex],
[taxonstage].[stage],
[recordstatus].[status],
[sites\default].[name],
[sites\default].[osgridref],
[records].[date],
[records].[dateto],
[records].[quantity],
[methods].[method],
[recorders].[name],
[identifiers].[name],
[records].[comment],
[references].[title],
[records].[_gen]
FROM
( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( (
[records]
INNER JOIN [taxa\default] ON [records].[*taxon] = [taxa\default].[_guk] )
LEFT JOIN [taxonsex] ON [records].[*sex] = [taxonsex].[_guk] )
LEFT JOIN [taxonstage] ON [records].[*stage] = [taxonstage].[_guk] )
LEFT JOIN [recordstatus] ON [records].[*status] = [recordstatus].[_guk] )
LEFT JOIN [sites\default] ON [records].[*site] = [sites\default].[_guk] )
LEFT JOIN [methods] ON [records].[*method] = [methods].[_guk] )
LEFT JOIN [recorders] ON [records].[*recorder] = [recorders].[_guk] )
LEFT JOIN [recorders] AS [identifiers] ON [records].[*identifier] = [identifiers].[_guk] )
LEFT JOIN [references] ON [records].[*reference] = [references].[_guk] )
LEFT JOIN [vice-county] ON [sites\default].[vicecounty] = [vice-county].[_guk] )
LEFT JOIN [uksiteparents] ON [sites\default].[**parent] = [uksiteparents].[_guk] )
LEFT JOIN [habitats] ON [sites\default].[*habitat] = [habitats].[_guk]

Well almost… I’ve slipped in two additional changes highlighted in coloured text
a) I’ve used the table names [taxa\default] and [sites\default] instead of [taxa] and [sites]. This
enables my query to respond to filters set via Change Defaults. Note: [taxa\default] and
[sites\default] are actually sub queries but we can think of them as tables.
b) I’ve JOINed to the [recorders] table twice. This is because both the [records].[*recorder] and
[records].[*identifier] fields relate to the same [recorders].[_guk] field. To be able to reference the
recorder and identifier separately the second JOIN uses an AS keyword. This creates a temporary
table with the alias [identifiers] that we can use in queries. See the select statement contains
[identifiers].[name].
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Replace the training
query with this new
SQL and ReRun it

Note that it did no harm to include JOIN declarations for [habitats] and [uksiteparents] despite us not
requesting fields from these tables in the SELECT statement. So long as the queries we are writing are
record centric, we can continue to reuse the same FROM clause whilst we are learning. We can now SELECT
any field that appears in the MapMate Entity Relationship Diagram.

Formatting Date Values and Using Functions
Our date fields are still displaying as integers. To convert them into something meaningful we need to learn
about using functions. Functions are sealed ‘black box’ processes, stick with me. We can use them by typing
their name and passing them some data to process in brackets i.e. FORMAT( [records].[date], ‘yyyy’ ). The
technical term for the piece(s) of data we pass them is parameters. They then return a result. We don’t
need to be concerned about what goes on inside the function.

[records].[date]
i.e. 41666

FORMAT

2014

‘yyyy’

Update your SQL as shown
to see how the FORMAT
function works.
Notice the use of the AS
keyword to specify an alias
for the column names.

...
[sites\default].[name],
[sites\default].[osgridref],
FORMAT( [records].[date], 'DD/MM/YYYY' ) AS [start date],
FORMAT( [records].[dateto], 'YYYY' ) AS [year],
[records].[quantity],
[methods].[method],
...

Re run your query to see the actual date values displayed instead of the integers.
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Hard Coded WHERE Clauses
So far we have used the SELECT and FROM statements to retrieve all rows from the [records] table plus
their related data. The SQL WHERE clause limits which records are returned by specifying criteria records
have to match. Let’s add a simple WHERE clause now.

Append the following text to our existing SQL.
WHERE
YEAR([records].[date]) >= 2013

This clause will retrieve only records where the
year is 2013 or greater. The >= means greater
than or equal to. More comparison options are
displayed below.
In programmer speak the records are included in
the result set if the comparison evaluates as true

Numerical Comparison
Equal to
Not Equal to
Less Than
Greater Than

=
<>
<
>

Less Than or Equal To
Greater Than or Equal To
Range
Matches a Value in a List
Does not Match a Value in a list

<=
>=
BETWEEN <xxx> and <zzz>
IN (<nnn>, <mmm>, <ppp>)
NOT IN (<nnn>, <mmm>, <ppp>)

Why have we used the YEAR() function instead of the FORMAT()
function? The FORMAT() function returns the year as a string of
text characters. Although humans understand it as a number SQL
sees it no differently than letters and symbols. However in order to
compare one number to another, in this case the record year to
2013, the result needs to be returned as a number. The YEAR()
function returns the result as a number. If we had used FORMAT()
we would have received the pictured error message re: data type
mismatch. Essentially this is SQL saying I can’t compare a word to a
number. In modern SQL we could have also solved this problem
using CONVERT() to convert the string to a number.
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We can string together more complex WHERE clauses using the AND and OR keywords. As before brackets
allow us to specify the order in which the comparisons should be evaluated.

Let’s experiment with some spatial WHERE clauses. First we need to
understand how grid references, i.e. SD 939 041, relate to eastings [xpos]
and northings [ypos].

Let’s take the 100km SD square as an example. The eastings for the
south-west corner of SD are 300,000m and the northings are 400,000m.
This is because the false point of origin 0m by 0m, used for all UK grid
references, is just off the south-west coast of the Scilly Isles.
Google Maps © 2014

Retrieve Records from within a Bounding Box

The south-west corner of Ashton-under-Lyne, Tameside is
approximately SJ 915 975. The north-east corner is
approximately SD 960 028.

Using the false point of origin above these equate to
[sites].[osgridref]
SJ915975
SD960028

s

[sites].[xpos]
391500m
396000m

[sites].[ypos]
397500m
402800m

Google Maps © 2014

Therefore the criteria to retrieve records from within this bounding box is as follows
WHERE [sites].[xpos] BETWEEN 391500 AND 396000 AND
[sites].[ypos] BETWEEN 397500 AND 402800
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Append this additional criteria to
our earlier WHERE clause now

WHERE
YEAR([records].[date]) >= 2013 AND
[sites].[xpos] BETWEEN 391500 AND 396000 AND
[sites].[ypos] BETWEEN 397500 AND 402800

Overwrite the training query with
the new SQL and ReRun it.

Now only 2013 or later records
from within the bounding box are
returned.

Dynamic WHERE Clauses and a Radial Buffer Query
So far we have hard coded all of the criteria into our WHERE clauses. However in many cases it would be
useful to obtain at least some of the values from the user at the time the query is executed (run-time) i.e.
‘please enter an easting’. This has obvious benefits for reusing queries and brings us nicely onto the
PARAMETERS statement.

Here we will create a basic radial buffer query to demonstrate using parameters. The first thing we need to
do is understand how the radial buffer will work. Then we can move onto implementing it using SQL.
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Google Maps © 2014
Let’s start with a theoretical 10m x 10m grid
square so that we can understand the logic. The
same solution will work scaled up later.

The buffer zone appears in blue. The centre of
the buffer zone is located at 5, 5. The radius of
the buffer is 3m (shown by the dashed line).

We have two records. The green record,
located at 4, 3 is inside the buffer zone. The red
record, located at 9, 8 is outside the buffer
zone.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4
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7

8

9

10

The green and red dashed lines represent the difference between the eastings and northings of a) the
centre of the buffer zone and b) the records. We can obtain this difference by subtracting one value from
the other, see the table below. Tip: Although we are taught subtraction as being ‘take-away’ it is more
useful to think of it as the difference between two numbers.

Easting for Centre
of Buffer Zone
5
5

Easting of
Record
4
9

yPos
Difference
5–4=1
5 – 9 = -4

Northing for Centre
of Buffer Zone
5
5

Northing of
Record
3
8

xPos
Difference
5–3=2
5 – 8 = -3

Notice how the line segments representing the differences between eastings and northings form right
angled triangles. Also note that we want to retrieve all records from within 3m of the centre of the buffer
zone as the crow flies. If only a 2500 year old Greek could provide the answer… That’s right! Pythagoras
Theorem (a2 + b2 = h2). If a2 + b2 is less than or equal to 32 (the radius of the buffer) the record is within our
buffer zone.

A quick validation…
a) 12 + 22 = 5
b) -42 + -32 = 25
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5 is less than 9 so the record is in
25 is greater than 9 so the record is out
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6

7

We need to obtain three pieces of data from the user at run-time, a) the eastings of the centre of the
buffer, b) the northings of the centre of the buffer and c) the buffer radius. Each piece of data needs to be
stored temporarily in a parameter.

First we declare the parameters by providing a [name] and then an expected data type. As we want to
collect numbers we will use LONG. We can then reference each parameter by name in the WHERE clause.

Below is the final SQL for our parameterised radial buffer query. Changes to our existing query are
highlighted in bold. Overwrite the training query with the SQL below and Re Run it.

PARAMETERS
[enter the easting] LONG,
[enter the northing] LONG,
[buffer in metres] LONG;
SELECT
[records].[_guk],
[taxa\default].[vernacular],
[taxonsex].[sex],
[taxonstage].[stage],
[recordstatus].[status],
[sites\default].[name],
[sites\default].[osgridref],
[sites\default].[xpos],
[sites\default].[ypos],
FORMAT( [records].[date], 'DD/MM/YYYY' ) AS [start date],
FORMAT( [records].[dateto], 'YYYY' ) AS [year],
[records].[quantity],
[methods].[method],
[recorders].[name],
[identifiers].[name],
[records].[comment],
[references].[title],
[records].[_gen]
FROM
( ( ( ( ( ( (
[records]
INNER JOIN
LEFT JOIN
LEFT JOIN
LEFT JOIN
LEFT JOIN
LEFT JOIN
LEFT JOIN
LEFT JOIN
LEFT JOIN
LEFT JOIN
LEFT JOIN
LEFT JOIN

( ( ( (
[taxa\default] ON [records].[*taxon] = [taxa\default].[_guk] )
[taxonsex] ON [records].[*sex] = [taxonsex].[_guk] )
[taxonstage] ON [records].[*stage] = [taxonstage].[_guk] )
[recordstatus] ON [records].[*status] = [recordstatus].[_guk] )
[sites\default] ON [records].[*site] = [sites\default].[_guk] )
[methods] ON [records].[*method] = [methods].[_guk] )
[recorders] ON [records].[*recorder] = [recorders].[_guk] )
[recorders] AS [identifiers] ON [records].[*identifier] = [identifiers].[_guk] )
[references] ON [records].[*reference] = [references].[_guk] )
[vice-county] ON [sites\default].[vicecounty] = [vice-county].[_guk] )
[uksiteparents] ON [sites\default].[**parent] = [uksiteparents].[_guk] )
[habitats] ON [sites\default].[*habitat] = [habitats].[_guk]

WHERE
(
( ( [enter the easting] - [sites].[xpos] ) ^ 2 ) +
( ( [enter the northing] - [sites].[ypos] ) ^ 2 )
)
<= ( [buffer in metres] ^ 2 )
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Text Based Parameters
So far we’ve used numbers in our WHERE clauses. SQL can also do comparisons with strings (TEXT) and
dates ( DATEVALUE() ). A common problem is site and recorder duplication so let’s tackle them now.

Overwrite the previous PARAMETER and WHERE statements as follows
PARAMETERS
[enter the recorder] TEXT,
[enter the site name] TEXT;
/* SELECT and FROM statements here */
WHERE
[recorders].[name] LIKE [enter the recorder] OR
[sites\default].[name] LIKE [enter the site name]

Update the training query and
ReRun it

Because we’ve used the LIKE
keyword instead of = the user
can enter * wildcards.

MapMate will retrieve all records
WHERE the [recorders].[name]
contains the string ‘atkin’ OR
WHERE the [sites].[name]
contains the string ‘water*gr’

Text Comparison
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Equal to

=

Not Equal to
Matches a pattern
* wildcards accepted

<>
LIKE

Doesn’t match pattern
* wildcards accepted
Matches a Value in a List
Does not Match a Value in a list

NOT LIKE
IN (<nnn>, <mmm>, <ppp>)
NOT IN (<nnn>, <mmm>, <ppp>)
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Sorting Results
The ORDER BY statement can be used to sort our results by multiple columns. We can sort in ASC,
ascending, or DESC, descending, order. Let’s apply some sorting to our latest query now.

Append the following SQL onto the end of our last query.
/* WHERE statement here */
ORDER BY
[taxa\default].[vernacular] ASC,
[records].[dateto] DESC,
[sites\default].[name] ASC

This ORDER BY statement will first sort the
results by species common name, then by
reverse date order and finally by site name.

Overwrite your training query now and
ReRun it
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Summarising Records
Sometimes we require a summary of our records without having to work with each individual record in
detail. For instance a) the number of bird species per site, b) the first and last dates a particular species was
observed in a given year OR c) top 20 recorders. Our next SQL keyword is the GROUP BY statement. Let’s
see it in action by creating a records per site COUNT().

Completely replace the training query with the SQL below. I’ve done two interesting things here, a) I’ve
given the [records].[_guk] an alias so that it isn’t hidden by default and b) I’ve changed around the JOIN
declaration so that the query is [site] centric. Remember the LEFT JOIN will return all rows from the [sites]
table regardless of a match in the [records] table. This will allow me to see sites with zero records.

SELECT
[sites\default].[name],
[records].[_guk] AS [record ID]
FROM
[sites\default] LEFT JOIN [records] ON [sites\default].[_guk] = [records].[*site]

You should see that the [site].[name] is duplicated.

Theoretically we could physically count the number of times each
[site].[name] appears to obtain a count manually. Let’s get SQL to
do that for us though.

Update your SQL as follows and Re Run the training query

SELECT
[sites\default].[name],
COUNT([records].[_guk]) AS [record count]
FROM
[sites\default] LEFT JOIN [records] ON [sites\default].[_guk] = [records].[*site]
GROUP BY
[sites\default].[name]
ORDER BY
COUNT([records].[_guk]) DESC
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Just what we wanted.

We could easily LIMIT the results i.e. the TOP 20 by adding the TOP
keyword and a number to the SELECT statement i.e.

SELECT TOP 20
[sites\default].[name],
COUNT([records].[_guk]) AS [record count]
FROM
[sites\default] LEFT JOIN [records] ON [sites\default].[_guk] = [records].[*site]
GROUP BY
[sites\default].[name]
ORDER BY
COUNT([records].[_guk]) DESC

We’ve just seen the GROUP BY statement and COUNT() function in action. This combination is known in
SQL as an aggregate function. Let’s add the first and last dates records were received from this site using
the MIN() and MAX() functions. Below I have nested the MIN() and MAX() functions within the FORMAT()
function we used earlier. This ensures that SQL first retrieves the correct date as a number and then
formats it as a human readable date.

SELECT
[sites\default].[name],
COUNT([records].[_guk]) AS [record count],
FORMAT( MIN([records].[date]), ‘dd/mm/yyyy’) AS [earliest record],
FORMAT( MAX([records].[dateto]), ‘dd/mm/yyyy’) AS [latest record]
FROM
[sites\default] LEFT JOIN [records] ON [sites\default].[_guk] = [records].[*site]
GROUP BY
[sites\default].[name]
ORDER BY
COUNT([records].[_guk]) DESC
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WHERE Clauses Using Aggregate Functions
We’ve not seen an error message for a while so let’s add a WHERE clause to the previous query to filter out
just those sites with more than 200 records. Using the earlier examples you would assume the following
SQL would do the job.

SELECT
[sites\default].[name],
COUNT([records].[_guk]) AS [record count],
FORMAT( MIN([records].[date]), ‘dd/mm/yyyy’) AS [earliest record],
FORMAT( MAX([records].[dateto]), ‘dd/mm/yyyy’) AS [latest record]
FROM
[sites\default] LEFT JOIN [records] ON [sites\default].[_guk] = [records].[*site]
WHERE
COUNT([records].[_guk]) >= 200
GROUP BY
[sites\default].[name]
ORDER BY
COUNT([records].[_guk]) DESC

The error message is actually pretty useful in this instance. We
can’t use an aggregate function in a WHERE clause

However we can use aggregate functions in a HAVING statement. Try the following…

SELECT
[sites\default].[name],
COUNT([records].[_guk]) AS [record count],
FORMAT( MIN([records].[date]), ‘dd/mm/yyyy’) AS [earliest record],
FORMAT( MAX([records].[dateto]), ‘dd/mm/yyyy’) AS [latest record]
FROM
[sites\default] LEFT JOIN [records] ON [sites\default].[_guk] = [records].[*site]
GROUP BY
[sites\default].[name]
HAVING
COUNT([records].[_guk]) >= 200
ORDER BY
COUNT([records].[_guk]) DESC

A WHERE clause is used to filter individual rows. In contrast a HAVING clause is used to filter based on
aggregations produced from multiple rows i.e. COUNT, MIN, MAX, SUM etc. WHERE clauses should appear
before the GROUP BY statement and HAVING clauses afterwards.
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Pivot Tables - Exploding Summaries Into Two Dimensions
So far we have used the COUNT(), MIN() and MAX() functions with the GROUP BY statement to produce
simple counts and display the earliest and latest dates. Imagine we wanted to create a new report showing
the number of records, per species, per year. Each individual year would become a column with SQL
calculating the count for each taxon, each year at run-time.

Using the skills we have so far we could create a single report for each year but this would be time
consuming, especially with many years’ worth of data. What we need to do now is learn about the PIVOT
and TRANSFORM statements. PIVOT is used to declare which field will be exploded into a number of
column headings and TRANSFORM is used to identify which values SQL will have to calculate on the fly i.e.

TRANSFORM
COUNT([records].[_guk])
SELECT
[taxa\default].[vernacular]
FROM
[taxa\default] INNER JOIN [records] ON [taxa\default].[_guk] = [records].[*taxon]
GROUP BY
[taxa\default].[vernacular]
ORDER BY
[taxa\default].[vernacular]
PIVOT
YEAR([records].[date])
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Creating Custom Filters
We can use SQL to create custom filters. Custom filters can then be applied via Change Defaults to a) limit
data entry choices whilst entering records and b) limit records returned via analysis. Custom filters can also
be applied to sync relationships, via Set Filters, to limit which records get exchanged with particular sync
partners. The example given here is a custom filter for sites within the Tameside Metropolitan District.

Select Data Entry \ Add New… \ Filters

Enter a class of Taxa or Sites depending upon your
requirement
Enter a meaningful Name for your filter
Enter your custom SQL omitting the trailing semi colon

SELECT
[sites].*

In this example I am requesting all sites that
contain the string ‘Tameside’ within their
parent site name

FROM
[sites] INNER JOIN [uksiteparents] ON
[sites].[**parent] = [uksiteparents].[_guk]
WHERE
[uksiteparents].[name] LIKE '*Tameside*'

A note on query performance: LIKE is much more
resource intensive than using =
SELECT
[sites].*
FROM
[sites]
WHERE
[sites.][**parent] = 'U01361z1'
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Because I understand the underlying tables I can achieve
the same result without using a JOIN.
The SQL to the left achieves the same result more
efficiently. All I had to do was look up the _guk of
Tameside in the [uksiteparents] table first.
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For information the [sites].[**parent] ids for the other districts are as follows. Create your own district
filter(s) using the example SQL on the previous page combined with the [sites].[**parent] _guk below.
Bolton
Bury
Oldham
Manchester
Rochdale

U01291z1
U01301z1
U01321z1
u01311z1
U01331z1

Salford
Stockport
Tameside
Trafford
Wigan

U01341z1
U01351z1
U01361z1
U01371z1
U01381z1

Enabling Custom Filters
To make our custom filters available for use we need to enable them via My Configuration. Go to View \
My Configuration…

On the Taxa and Location interests pages ensure you check
your filters

Advance through the wizard and ensure you check the two
options at the end

Click OK

Your Filters are now available via Change Defaults
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Browse Filters
Filters are stored in the [filters] table. The [filters] table isn’t available via Analysis \ Browse Tables. It was
also missed off our simplified entity relationship diagram. The easiest way to retrieve filters is by creating a
<new user query>. I present two options here…

Browse All Filters

Browse Custom Filters

SELECT
[filters].*

SELECT
[filters].*

FROM
[filters]

FROM
[filters]
WHERE
RIGHT([filters].[_guk], 3) = [thiscuk]

Once the filters are displayed in the Data
Browser the usual buttons for View
Record and Edit Record are available
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Mapping Data

Creating a meaningful map involves two steps…
1) Create a Base Map(s) to provide spatial context. Typically we include fixed features and landmarks
such as main roads, churches, urbanisations, canals, rivers, gridlines and district boundaries etc.
2) Display our species records in the form of an Atlas or a Special Map over our base map.

Creating base maps using MapMate’s inbuilt tools is flexible but tedious, as you will soon discover.
However in 2013 Ordnance Survey launched OS Open Data. OS Open Data permits us to use official
Ordnance Survey base layers within MapMate free of charge. The OS Open Data license also permits us to
remix and publish their base layers as long as we include an attribution statement and follow a few simple
requirements. Learn more here http://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/business-andgovernment/products/opendata-products.html

GMLRC has created OS base layers in MapMate
format for a) the whole of Greater Manchester
(medium quality) and b) for each of the ten districts
(fine quality).

These OS base layers are excellent for quickly
producing meaningful Atlases and Special Maps using
MapMate. They will soon be available for download
via www.gmwildlife.org.uk. In the meantime contact
paul.barrington@tameside.gov.uk for a download
link.
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Create a Simple Base Map Using Inbuilt Features
MapMate ships with a useful assortment of polylines and polygons for landmarks, watercourses and
geographical areas. These are known in MapMate as features. We can use these inbuilt features to create
interesting base maps. Let’s create a simple base map.

Go to File \ New Map \ Base Map Wizard

Select Greater Manchester as the county or region

Check any features you want MapMate to include as Options. We will
add more features on the next page.

Enter a meaningful Name for your map. It is important to suffix your
map name with the words ‘Base Map’ as shown

Click OK

MapMate will display your new Base Map with
some default styles applied.

Administration area boundaries display in black
and Vice County boundaries display in green.
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Adding Further Inbuilt Features to Your Base Map
The Base Map Wizard allowed us to easily add administration areas, Vice Counties and Ordnance Survey
grid squares to our base map. MapMate also contains boundaries for rivers, lakes, canals and elevation
(contour lines). Let’s add some more features.

Go to Edit \ Insert \ More Map Features…

Check any features you would like to add. In the
example here I am including Canals, Lakes, Other
Hydrology, Rivers, Streams and all of the Contour
polygons i.e. land between xxx and yyy.

Click Insert once

Click Cancel to close the Additional Map Features
window.

Do not click Insert a second time as this will
create duplicate features on your base map.
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Changing the Display Order of Layers
Previously I stated that ‘creating base maps
using MapMate’s inbuilt tools is tedious’. Meet
the first of two monotonous processes.

We can see that our gridlines, admin areas,
vice counties and rivers etc. are being blocked
from view by the contour layers.

So far we’ve added around 30 features to our
base map. However MapMate lists 991 items.

View the complete list of
features by clicking on the
dropdown arrow

Instead of having one
‘grouped’ item for each
feature i.e. Canals or Vice
County Boundaries they are
broken up into hundreds of
tiny segments

The stacking order of the
features is displayed in the
Order column, starting with
1 as the bottom layer.

Click on the Order column
header to sort the list by
display order.
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Let’s reorder the admin area
boundaries to the top of the stack

Right click on a Country / Unitary
Boundary feature and click Select this
Order

Once highlighted right click
again and select Group to
Front

You’ve guessed it! Repeat
this process until you get the
desired display order
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Removing Features from Your Base Map

First select the feature(s)
you would like to remove
from the feature list

You can click on individual
features or use right click
and Select this order as
before

Press the delete key on your keyboard and click OK
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Styling Features on Our Base Map
There are a number of styling options we can apply to personalise the look of our base map(s). Options
include line style, line colour, fill colour, text colour and text size. Styling is the second monotonous process
although there is a sense of satisfaction to be gained from the end result. You can apply styles to individual
features or groups of features.

Line Colour and Line Style
These styles can be applied to polylines and polygon boundaries. First select the feature(s) you want to
affect by…

Left clicking on an individual item… OR

Right clicking on its Order and selecting Select this Order… OR

Right clicking on its Colour and selecting Select this Colour

To change the line colour right click on a
colour sample, as shown, and select Group
Line Colour…

Then click on your desired colour and it will
be applied to your selection.
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To change the line style right click on a line sample in the style column, as
shown.

Check the Group box and then select a line style. It will be applied to your
selection.

Fill Colour
Fill colours can only be applied to polygons. The feature type, i.e. polygon, polyline, text etc. is confirmed in
the Visualisation column. Let’s add some polygons.

Go to Edit \ Insert \ More Map Features…

Check UK Admin Polygons

Click Insert. Click OK

By default the admin area polygons
have a grey fill.

Select the Greater Manchester
districts and right click on a colour
sample, as shown.

Select Group Fill Colour… and set the
colour to light green
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Alternatively you can temporarily remove
feature(s) from the display stack by unchecking
them

This screenshot shows the Greater
Manchester districts removed from the
display stack
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Text Size and Colour
Text styling is applied to text objects. The feature type, i.e. polygon, polyline, text etc. is confirmed in the
Visualisation column.

Select a text feature(s)

Right click on a colour sample, as
shown, and select Group Line
Colour…

Select the colour you desire and
MapMate will apply it to your text
objects

Increase the size of selected text
feature(s) by right clicking on a
size property and selecting 20%
Larger, as shown

There are of course many other styling options, feel free to experiment. Hint: try right clicking on the
visualisation column.
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Importing an Ordnance Survey Base Map
In the previous pages we learnt how to create and customise base maps using MapMate’s inbuilt features
and styling options. In this section we will learn how to create a base map by importing an Ordnance
Survey base layer. GMLRC have already created MapMate compatible base layers for a) the whole of
Greater Manchester (medium quality) and b) each of the ten districts (fine quality).

Each OS base layer requires two files a) an image (jpg file) and b) a coordinates file (tab file). The jpg file is
an ordinary image file. The tab file instructs MapMate where to overlay the image so that it displays in the
correct location. The base layers will soon be available for download via www.gmwildlife.org.uk. In the
meantime contact paul.barrington@tameside.gov.uk for a download link.

Copy the jpg and tab files into Documents \ My MapMate
\ Data \ Maps

Open MapMate and go to File \ New Map \ New Blank Map

Click Next > Next > Next > and give the map a
meaningful name. Remember to suffix the
words ‘Base Map’
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go to Edit \ Insert \ Map Picture File…

Select the appropriate JPG and click OK

Process complete
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Basic Distribution Atlases

Go to File \ New Map \ Atlas Wizard…

Select the species group and geographical area you want to plot
records for. Notice the custom filter(s) we created earlier are also
available.

Select the base map you want to use

Select a title style. I’ve selected common name (latin name)

Select the atlas precision and symbol styles. I like 2km
squares for Greater Manchester distribution atlases

Enter a meaningful name and click OK
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You now have a choice. I always select No

Yes will create an atlas for all species in the group
regardless of whether you have any records or not.

No will create atlases just for the species you have records
of. If you record a new species in future you will have to
remember to rebuild the atlas, explained later.

Use the feature list to select a
species to display

You can search for a species by
right clicking and selecting Find a
feature…

You can view the underlying records using Trace

Use left click and drag to draw a net around the records you want
to view

Select Trace. Records are displayed in the familiar Data Browser
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You can plot the sites that have a record of this species by right clicking on
the map and selecting Show Sites

Sites are displayed as different sized squares
relative to the precision of the associated site
grid reference

You can zoom in, zoom out and re-centre the
map using the options displayed via a left click
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Custom Distribution Atlases
The basic atlas is pleasant but presents very few analytical opportunities. The markers are not currently
filtered by date or by status i.e. confirmed breeder. We simply have a single layer showing a symbol if there
has ever been a record of the species within a given grid square. For instance a record of an Ospray flying
over in 1973 is displayed no differently than a confirmed nest site in 2013. To open extra possibilities we
have to edit the atlas and add custom layers, known as data objects.

Enable editing by clicking on the purple tick

Go to Edit \ Insert \ Data Object…

This screen is used to create a new layer within our Atlas.
Let’s create a layer (data object) for breeding records.

Check Breeding from the list of pre-defined restrictions and
define a style for the symbols.

Name your custom layer. I recommend prefixing the name
with an _ symbol so that it will be sorted to the top of the
feature list.

Click OK.
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Alternatively we can enter a custom WHERE clause using the SQL
we learnt earlier. We have to a) omit the word WHERE and we are
b) limited to fields from the [records], [sites] and [taxa] tables.

Here I will use YEAR( [records].[dateto] ) >= 2013 to return
only records since 01/01/2013

I have decided to use red diamonds 500 metres across to plot
these new records

We can now enable / disable our
custom layers by ticking and unticking
the features as required

The custom layers appear at the top
of the list because the name is
prefixed with a _ character.

Hint: You can use this process to add
multiple species to the same atlas i.e.
one data object per species.
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Special Maps
We’ve just learnt about the atlas. The atlas focused upon plotting species data. For other spatial analysis
there is the special maps wizard.

Go to File \ New Map \ Special Map Wizard…

In this instance I want to create a record density map to show me
which areas are most heavily recorded regardless of species.

The same options apply i.e. species, locality, base map… Click OK

Unfortunately you can’t add custom data objects

However you can amend the underlying SQL for the
provided Data Object by
1.
2.
3.
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Right clicking on the Data Object
Selecting Show underlying data
Clicking on the SQL button within the Data
Browser
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Querying Data Via Polygon

Open a suitable base layer, we recommend using one of the OS base
layers imported earlier

Go to Edit \ Tools \ Draw Poly

Use left clicks to insert points

A right click to closes the polygon

Once complete your polygon is
added to the feature list, named
“User Poly”. This can be renamed if
you like.

Select the “User Poly” to highlight it.
Right click on the map and choose
Query selected Regions.
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You are then prompted to confirm what you would like to know
about your User Poly. In this example I want to see the sites
contained within the polygon plotted upon the map

Click Go to view your results

GIS users will also be happy to learn that you can
import mif files for the same purposes.

END OF INFORMATION
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